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ABSTRACT
This paper presents detailed performance status and projections for the silicon MEMS Quadruple Mass Gyroscope (QMG) – a unique high Q, lumped mass, mode-symmetric Class II Coriolis Vibratory Gyroscope (CVG) with interchangeable whole angle, self-calibration, and force rebalance mechanizations. Analysis of a QMG sealed without getter with a Q-factor of 1e3 reveals an Angle Random Walk (ARW) of 0.02 deg/rt-hr limited only by the fundamental Mechanical-Thermal Noise (MTN). Propagation of a detailed noise model to a QMG sealed with getter at a Q-factor of 1e6 (previously demonstrated) showed better than Navigation Grade ARW of 0.001 deg/rt-hr. Combination of the very low ARW with the mode-symmetry enabled self-calibration substantiates the navigation grade performance capacity of the Si-MEMS QMG.

INTRODUCTION
Coriolis Vibratory Gyroscopes (CVGs) can be divided into two classes according to the nature of the two vibration modes involved, per the IEEE STD 1431 [1]. In the Class I, the two Coriolis force coupled modes are different. The main example of MEMS Class I CVG is the dual mass Tuning Fork Gyro (TFG), such as the Draper/Honeywell MEMS gyroscope and the majority of MEMS gyroscopes in the consumer electronics and automotive application space. Higher performance MEMS Class I CVGs, typically implemented as vacuum packaged high Q-factor dual mass tuning forks, have shown reasonable Angle Random Walk (ARW) and stability in low end (Honeywell) and medium performance (Northrop Grumman LITEF) tactical grade systems.

The classic dual TFG configuration offers several attractive features such as angular gain close to the maximal theoretical value of 1, increased modal mass and drive mode amplitude, and low dissipation of energy ($Q>1e5$, $\tau>1$ second), Table I. However, the technology appears to have reached its fundamental limitation with bias uncertainty on the order of 1-10 deg/hr. Reduction of bias drift by 2-3 orders of magnitude would be necessary for these devices to approach gyromem employing and navigation grade performance, which is highly unlikely, if not fundamentally impossible, with these mature architectures.

In the Class II CVG, the two modes are identical. Example configurations are the vibrating string, the vibrating prismatic (square) bar, the vibrating cylindrical and hemispherical shells, vibrating rings, and in fact the Foucault pendulum [1]. Unlike Class I devices, CVGs of the same-mode class can be operated in the whole-angle and self-calibration mechanizations. In the whole-angle mode, the Coriolis force resulting from input rotation is allowed to transfer energy freely between the two vibratory modes. The result (as in the Foucault pendulum) is that the change in the magnitude and polarity of the gyro bias as a function of drive axis orientation with respect to the fixed geometry of the gyro housing (“pattern angle”). By carouseling the pattern angle around the gyroscope structure, multiple error mechanisms are made observable, including frequency mismatch and misalignment, damping mismatch and misalignment, forcer and pickoff gain mismatch and misalignment, etc. Identification of these error sources through virtual carouseling (or a closely related technique called mode-reversal), enables the gyroscope system to self-calibrate bias and scale factor against device imperfections as well as variations of these imperfections throughout the lifetime of the instrument.

Mature MEMS Class II CVGs are exemplified by the BAE/AIS/Goodrich/UTC and Silicon Sensing vibrating ring gyroscopes. While this Class II device is potentially capable of self-calibration, its performance is limited by relatively high ARW resulting from the low modal mass, low angular gain, and insufficient ringdown time constant. These fundamental limitations of existing micromachined Class II CVGs call for a new design paradigm, which is tailored to take advantage of the inherent strength of MEMS.

Since MEMS geometries are defined lithographically in a single step and do not require any assembly of parts, it is beneficial to pursue the use of complex mechanical designs with multiple moving parts in order to fulfill a dream device – a low cost batch micromachined silicon MEMS Class II CVG with stiffness and damping symmetry, Q-factors above 1 million and dissipation time constants of several minutes. Quadruple Mass Gyroscope (QMG), Figure 1, is a novel architecture [2] meeting these fundamental criteria with demonstrated low dissipation ($Q>1e6$ and $\tau>170$ s when vacuum packaged with getter) and excellent modal symmetry ($\Delta f<0.2$ Hz, $\Delta(1/\tau)<1e-4$ Hz) [3,4].

This paper focuses on the performance analysis of a recently integrated fully closed loop, standalone gyro development system [5] using a QMG packaged without getter at a Q of 1e3 as well as detailed performance modeling and projections for the next generation, navigation grade system integrating a QMG transducer vacuum packaged with getter at a Q of 1e6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Two classes of Coriolis Vibratory Gyroscopes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE STD 1431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal symmetry (not axial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole angle, self calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular gain, drive amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal mass, time constant, Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

change in the magnitude and polarity of the gyro bias as a function of drive axis orientation with respect to the fixed geometry of the gyro housing ("pattern angle"). By carouseling the pattern angle around the gyroscope structure, multiple error mechanisms are made observable, including frequency mismatch and misalignment, damping mismatch and misalignment, forcer and pickoff gain mismatch and misalignment, etc. Identification of these error sources through virtual carouseling (or a closely related technique called mode-reversal), enables the gyroscope system to self-calibrate bias and scale factor against device imperfections as well as variations of these imperfections throughout the lifetime of the instrument.

Mature MEMS Class II CVGs are exemplified by the BAE/AIS/Goodrich/UTC and Silicon Sensing vibrating ring gyroscopes. While this Class II device is potentially capable of self-calibration, its performance is limited by relatively high ARW resulting from the low modal mass, low angular gain, and insufficient ringdown time constant. These fundamental limitations of existing micromachined Class II CVGs call for a new design paradigm, which is tailored to take advantage of the inherent strength of MEMS.

Since MEMS geometries are defined lithographically in a single step and do not require any assembly of parts, it is beneficial to pursue the use of complex mechanical designs with multiple moving parts in order to fulfill a dream device – a low cost batch micromachined silicon MEMS Class II CVG with stiffness and damping symmetry, Q-factors above 1 million and dissipation time constants of several minutes. Quadruple Mass Gyroscope (QMG), Figure 1, is a novel architecture [2] meeting these fundamental criteria with demonstrated low dissipation ($Q>1e6$ and $\tau>170$ s when vacuum packaged with getter) and excellent modal symmetry ($\Delta f<0.2$ Hz, $\Delta(1/\tau)<1e-4$ Hz) [3,4].

This paper focuses on the performance analysis of a recently integrated fully closed loop, standalone gyro development system [5] using a QMG packaged without getter at a Q of 1e3 as well as detailed performance modeling and projections for the next generation, navigation grade system integrating a QMG transducer vacuum packaged with getter at a Q of 1e6.
QUADRUPLE MASS GYROSCOPE TRANSDUCER

The optimal architecture of a high performance CVG comprises a mode-symmetric mechanical structure with a combination of very high Q-factor and decay time constant, high Coriolis coupling (angular gain), easy frequency tuning capability [6], and low cost batch manufacturing using established silicon MEMS processes. The QMG transducer, Figure 1, comprises four symmetrically decoupled tines synchronized into balanced anti-phase motion by outer and inner lever mechanisms, providing a unique combination of ultra-low energy dissipation due to the elimination of anchor loss and isotropy of both the resonant frequency and damping [2-5]. The use of anti-phase levers instead of conventional spring flexures enables a relatively low operational frequency of several kHz, while pushing parasitic in-phase modes to higher stiffness for common mode acceleration rejection [7].

STANDALONE GYROSCOPE SYSTEM

A fully closed loop and standalone turnkey electronics suite was developed to support experimental testing and performance analysis of the QMG, Figure 2. The suite integrates a packaged MEMS transducer with an analog signal conditioning card and a digital control card in a single unit compatible with DARPA Platform for Acquisition, Logging, and Analysis of Devices for Inertial Navigation (PALADIN). CVG control firmware running on the digital board implements the four primary servo loops: (1) drive amplitude, (2) drive frequency PLL, (3) sense Coriolis force rebalance, (4) sense quadrature. Additionally, the drive axis or the pattern angle can be (1) locked to a prescribed orientation for force rebalance operation, (2) allowed to precess in response to rotation for whole angle operation, or (3) commanded to slew at a prescribed rate for virtual carouseling or self-calibration.

WHOLE ANGLE AND SELF-CALIBRATION

A QMG with an operational frequency of 3047 Hz, as-fabricated frequency mismatch of 0.15 Hz, and a Q of 1e3 (vacuum sealed without getter) was integrated and characterized in all three mechanization modes: whole angle, self-calibration or virtual carouseling, and force rebalance rate mode. Switching between the modes is done by sending a command to the digital board through a computer GUI and does not require any hardware changes or adjustments.

To characterize operation of the whole angle mode, the gyroscope system was rotated at constant rates of ±100 deg/s for 1 hour. The data, shown in Figure 3, revealed a constant angular gain of 0.75 which agrees well with analytical modeling of the effect of the shuttle mass [3, 4]. Analysis of the linear fit to the angle data showed scale factor stability of 3 ppm, showcasing one of the inherent advantages of the whole angle mechanization of Class II
CVG. It should be noted that the gyroscope is successfully operated in whole angle mechanization despite the relatively low dissipation time constant of 0.1 seconds through closed loop energy control and pattern angle tracking.

Self-calibration is a closely related mechanization which uses virtual carouseling as opposed to Coriolis induced precession of the whole angle mode. Closed loop controlled slewing of the pattern angle is commanded and control signals in the gyroscope loops are observed as functions of the pattern angle, as illustrated in Figure 4. As a result virtual carouseling, mismatches and misalignments of stiffness and gains are made observable as functions of pattern angle, enabling elimination of contributions to bias using D.D. Lynch models.

FORCE REBALANCE RATE MODE

Experiments in the force rebalance rate measuring mode demonstrated a full scale of 1350 deg/s, a typical ARW of 0.02 to 0.05 deg/rt-hr, and a bias instability of 0.2 deg/hr or 0.05 ppm of the full scale, Figure 5. Characterization over power and temperature cycles showed excellent repeatability on the order of deg/hr, currently limited by the ARW imposed measurement accuracy. A half-month long in-run experiment was performed to assess the long term stability of the standalone gyro system, Figure 6. Self-calibration using the PLL and quadrature feedback loop command signals was employed.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND PROJECTIONS

The gyro in-run performance and the effectiveness of self-calibration against long term drifts are limited by the gyro signal-to-noise ratio or the ARW. It is thus critical to investigate the ARW governing mechanisms in the current gyro and analyze their...
scaling in the future QMGs vacuum packaged with getter. The best ARW measured on the tested QMG transducer packaged without getter at a Q of 1e3 was on the order of 1 deg/hr/rt-Hz or 0.02 deg/rt-hr, Figure 7. Mechanical-Thermal Noise (MTN) is a known fundamental noise mechanism caused by the Brownian motion of the sense-mode appearing in the gyro output as ARW [10]. A detailed study of MTN scaling in the QMG as function of the quality factor and thus packaging conditions was conducted starting from the analytical formulas derived in [10] and verified and extended using direct numerical simulations of closed loop gyro dynamics with frequency mismatch imperfections under stochastic inputs. The MTN ARW for the gyroscope is

\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{4}} \frac{1}{A_G} \frac{1}{A} \frac{K_{BT}}{M\Omega_w} \left( \frac{180}{\pi} \times 3600 \right) \text{deg/hr/rt-Hz}, \tag{1}
\]

Here, \(AG=0.75\) is the gyro angular gain, \(A=1.5e-6\, m\) is the drive mode amplitude, \(M=1.7e-6\, kg\) is the modal mass of one tine, \(Q=1e3\) to \(1e6\) is the sense-mode quality factor, and \(w=2\pi*2.5e3\) is the sense-mode resonant frequency. Additionally, the \(1/\sqrt{4}\) coefficient in front of the formulas is to account for the four statistically independent tines, \(T=300\, K\) is the normal operating temperature, and \(KB\) is the Boltzmann constant.

To investigate the effect of frequency mismatch and Q on MTN ARW, a detailed Simulink model was developed and tested featuring a sense-mode dynamics, Coriolis and quadrature channels, demodulation, proportional-integral rebalance loops for both the Coriolis force and quadrature channels, a rate input, and wide bandwidth stochastic MTN force input. The gains of the sense-mode feedback loops were configured to provide a gyro measurement bandwidth on the order of 100-200 Hz independent of the open loop gyro Q factor. After each simulation run, a several hour long time history of the gyro output in deg/hr at a data rate of 1 kHz was produced and analyzed using Allan deviation, Figure 7.

The model was first executed for a QMG with a Q of 1e3 and a zero mismatch between the drive- and sense-mode frequencies. As the red curve in Figure 7 shows, the simulation outcome of 1 deg/hr/rt-Hz ARW is indistinguishable from both the theoretical prediction of ARW using (1) as well as the best measured data, shown as gray circles. This result validates the numerical simulation approach and reconfirms MTN limited performance of the current QMG packaged without getter at a Q of 1e3. In the following simulation runs the Q value was update to 1e6 representative of a getter packaged QMG, previously demonstrated in [11]. The frequency mismatch was set to 0 Hz, 1 Hz, and 10 Hz, shown as the green, black, and gray lines in Figure 7.

The simulation data reveals two very important observations. Firstly, the mismatch between drive- and sense-mode frequencies has no effect on MTN as long as the sense-mode dynamics is kept under Coriolis force feedback and quadrature nulling closed loop control. This allows very low noise operation of high Q MEMS gyros without requiring a perfect matching of resonant frequencies by virtue of feedback system. Secondly, operation of the current QMG at a Q of 1e6 using getter packaging is shown to yield a navigation grade ARW of 0.03 deg/hr/rt-Hz or 0.0005 deg/rt-hr. The 30 fold improvement of the ARW also translates into a proportional improvement in the gyro bias and scale factor self-calibration performance.
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